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Message from the Chair
Hello Members,
After a very dry summer, unlike most of the UK, we have finally had some welcome rain
for the garden. My good intentions in the vegetable plot have been foiled by the
weather and the deer eating everything. Next year the plot will be fenced!
I have great plans for growing natural dye plants and already have the seed. I have
received plenty of advice from members who have attempted it before which will stand
me in good stead. I do have a good set of walnut skins nicely dried and lots of berries
waiting for some fibre.
We have had a good season as a Guild demonstrating our skills, described in more
detail later in the Newsletter. There have been a few more volunteers coming along to
demonstrate including some of the newer members, which is very welcome. We still
tend to have a core of only 10 -12 people though and more would be an advantage as
educating the public is our main priority in keeping the skills alive.
Building on this, we will be taking part in Twinspin, the national initiative between the
Association and the Campaign for Wool. We will be at Taunton Museum on 10th
October and hopefully there will be some sheep on Castle Green.
After the success of the beanie competition, I am looking forward to the next challenge,
which will be bookmarks. More information is available later in the Newsletter.
We are planning to do some mini tutorials on the topics requested by members as well
as putting on some full day workshops in the programme for 2016. On Saturday 19th
September, we will have a short session run by Carol Mellish on spinning wheel ratios
and tension. Before Christmas, Marilyn Biggs will do a session on using Ravelry. She
will bring her laptop to demonstrate.
Finally, some dates for your diaries. In October Amanada Hannaford is coming to judge
our spinning competition and will bring fibre to sell. In November, Lesley Stimpson will
be at the meeting selling her kid mohair yarn at very good prices.
The library will back and functioning for the October meeting. After much research, we
have found a supplier for book trolleys with ‘unpuncturable’ tyres. They are offering us a
discount as a charity so very soon we will have two trolleys of books and can dispense
with the need to have all the tables out. This arrangement will be much better for our
backs too as there will be no lifting of boxes.
See you Saturday.
Janet Maher
Chairperson
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Chairperson Challenge for January 2016:
Bookmark Competition
This challenge is to give us all time to prepare a bookmark for the National Exhibition
2016. There are two sections in the National exhibition: a selected section, which is
juried by experts appointed by the Association and, an open non-juried section. The
open section will be bookmarks. Any type of bookmark using our craft skills can be
submitted and all will be shown if they meet the criteria.
The only criteria are: firstly, that the bookmark has been made using at least one of our
core skills of weaving, spinning and dyeing and bookmarks can be woven, tatted,
crocheted, knitted, sewn as long as one of the core skills is used. The other criterion is
the size. Bookmarks have to be 50mms x 200mms maximum. The size is relevant for
display purposes. Any fibre can be used.
The deadline for this challenge is the January meeting. Although all entries will be
submitted to the Association, we will offer a small token for the highest quality
bookmark at the Guild. As with the beanies, we will ask an external judge to look at all
the entries.
Please do have a go. It would be great to have as many bookmarks as we had beanies.
All will go to the National Exhibition. As Chair of the planning committee for the National
Exhibition, I would be so proud to say Somerset will be sending 27 bookmarks (the
number of beanies we had).
Some examples of bookmarks to inspire you: Felted, woven, knitted and crocheted
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Deeper than Indigo: Jenny Balfour-Paul
th

16 May 2015

We were honoured to have Jenny Balfour-Paul, President of the Guild of Weavers,
Spinners and Dyers, and author of a number of books about indigo at the Guild. She
was talking about her new book ‘Deeper than Indigo’, to be published on the 2nd June.
The book follows an explorer of the 19th century, Thomas Machell, who left fantastic
diaries. These diaries contain notes of everyday life, business and amazing sketches
when, as a merchant seaman, he travelled the world buying and trading indigo for 50
years. Jenny followed his travels from India to Patagonia, from Polynesia to
Afghanistan.
She first came across the journals of this midshipman and indigo-planter in 1999, while
attending a meeting at the British Library. A librarian thought Balfour Paul, a world
authority on indigo, would find Machell fascinating. But the librarian had made a
mistake. “I just didn’t want to know,” she says. “I’d had enough of indigo. The last thing I
wanted to do was read seven volumes of journals.”
She came round to the long-dead
Englishman when she saw, in one of his
journals, a watercolour entitled Indigo
Planters After Tiffin. It showed Machell and
his French boss, feet on table, smoking
pipes in white linen suits at their plantation.
As Jenny researched this book and her
previous publications, she also kept diaries.
She was delighted to find when reading the
3000 pages of Thomas Machell’s diaries that
many of her experiences, locations visited
and trips were incredibly similar to the
Machell Diaries.
There is a lovely quote taken from his diaries and written in the 1830’s: “Who would
think that indigo would help me travel the world”. Just as had happened for Jenny.

Victorian adventurer Thomas
Polynesia
towill be read by
Then later he showed huge insight writing from
“I wonder
if these diaries
someone in the 20 century”. They have been and thanks to Jenny they will be
Afghanistan
published so that all can enjoy his commentary.
th

Jenny’s love of indigo, the dyeing and chemical processes, started in Devon under the
tutelage of Susan Bosence and Ann Hinkins who encouraged her to write her first book
with the comment “if you don’t record, one cannot revive it”. This took her to the Yemen
where she recorded the decline of the indigo trade and the politics involved.
She has been to India, China, Japan and the New World looking at the way indigo is
extracted from different plants and the varied processes used to produce this
magnificent colour blue. In NYC she helped start a dying project encouraging
disengaged students to enjoy education. Working with Yo Yo Ma they published ‘The
Colour that links the World’ looking at the uses, trade and politics surrounding indigo.
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When Jenny went to India she visited many of
the indigo plantations recorded in Thomas
Machell’s diaries. Some of the buildings,
sketched so carefully by Machell were still
there and easily recognisable. She is also a
very good sketch artist. She is able to bring
an everyday site on to the page so that one
feels as if one experiences it oneself.
A last note: Indigo is a very ancient and useful
dye. Created from many plants found
throughout the world, the dye produced is very
stable and does not degrade with time. When
mixed with other dyes the colour will often
degrade to just blue (with yellow pigment to
make green and red pigment to make purple).
Often old tapestries and fabrics have a
dominant blue colour because the other dyes
fade.
Jenny was lovely, enthusiastic and clearly loves indigo. Her journeys and research
brought this colour to life. Her talk was a delightful mix of history, personal experiences
and showed how this colour has changed lives, influenced politics and brought joy to
peoples around the world.
Caroline Murray Gourlay

Tea and Coffee Rota 2015
The tea rota for the rest of 2015 is below.
Lesley Took
Steph Williams

September

J Arthur
S Fovargue

November

M Biggs
J Maher

October

The new rota for 2016 will be published in the November Newsletter. The rota is
prepared from the list of regular Guild attendees. Although we have 90 members listed,
only around 35 - 40 attend regularly who are able to carry out a duty. This means every
regular attendee will be on the rota once every eighteen months.
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Fleece Fair 2015
The weather was good to us for the Fleece Fair – not raining but not too hot. We had a
good selection of types of fleece and fibre. People were able to sit outside for
refreshments, which made many stay longer and often go back for second helpings at
the stalls. The overall income for the day was in between £500 – 600.
As always we had a great selection of members demonstrating with displays of wheel
spinning, table weaving, pin looms, peg looms, carding and inkle loom weaving.
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The hard work of many Guild members makes this day a success whether it is working
in the kitchen, manning stalls, demonstrating or being on the door. I thank you, each
and every one, for your contribution.
There do seem to be fewer members buying fleece than previously and we did wonder
about the reason for that. Although it seems daunting to deal with a fleece and involves
sorting, scouring and carding, there is nothing quite like spinning fleece you have
prepared yourself. A bit like home-grown vegetables always taste better, I think a fleece
I have prepared myself always feels a little less dry than purchased tops and spins
woollen like a dream. Please do have a go. It is possible for people to share a fleece if
the sheer amount of wool is overpowering. I know a few people who do that.
The Fleece Fair is one of the main fundraisers for us and underpins our funding for
speakers throughput the year. Your support, both buying fleece and helping on the day
makes our programme of speakers and workshops possible. Thank you.
Janet Maher

National Exhibition 2016 at Killerton House
The exhibition will be held 8 – 18 September. Plans are well underway with the
brochure printing sorted out. Killerton House have been most helpful and publicity will
appear in the National Trust local news. The exhibition will have three sections:
Selected entries: These are the items that are juried. We will be seeking entries from
Guild members. Papers go out to Guilds in early October with details and application
forms. Somerset had six entries in 2014 with two accepted for the exhibition. We would
like to have more this time. The Guild will pay entry fees. If you have something you
have produced in one of our three core skills that you are proud of, please enter.
Skeins of wool, felting and tapestry are as welcome as woven items. It is good to have
a small ‘feelie’ piece to accompany the item and good photos are essential. We can
help with photos if you do not have the facility.
Open section: This will be bookmarks as outlined in the Chairperson challenge earlier
All entries are accepted as long as they meet the criteria of size and using one of our
core skills.
Demonstrations and taster sessions for the public: The selected and open sections
will be displayed in the downstairs rooms at Killerton. Upstairs houses the Killerton
costume collection. As they have such a big textile collection, they change what they
exhibit every year. In 2016, they will have a theme of ‘Colour to dye for”.
We will work upstairs with Killerton to have demonstrations of our core skills
emphasising colour. We will show how colour is produced in fibre with colour wheels
and samples of dye plants. We will then card and spin using colour and show colour
and weave effects. We will be seeking volunteers to demonstrate upstairs.
Each of rooms used for display will require a steward from one of the Guilds to ensure
items are not handled and to answer any questions. Guilds are taking turns on a rota.
Somerset has volunteered to cover Thursday 15th and Sunday 18th September. We will
need 10 volunteers on each day. Please let us know if can come on these days. Travel
expenses will be paid.
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Demonstrations During 2015
The Guild has attended many events over the summer months with good
representation at each one. The list so far is:
Abbey Hill Steam Fair
Bath and West Show
Festival of Transport
Proper Woolly
Wedmore Street Fair

Yandles Hobby Shop
Yesterday’s Farming
Bristol Wool Fair
West of England Game Fair

Coming up in September is the Rare Breeds Survival Trust Show at the Sedgemoor
Auction Centre. In October the main event will be Twinspin (see below). At the moment
we have also been approached by a couple of events organisers from Somerset County
Council to participate in Christmas events. More to follow on this.
If anyone is interested in doing more, please let Marilyn Biggs, Brenda Hamblin or Janet
Maher know. You will receive lots of support if you have not demonstrated before and
the public does like to see people at all levels of experience. It encourages them to
have a go.

Twinspin: 5 – 11 October 2015
The Campaign for Wool has joined with the Association of Guilds of Weavers, Spinners
and Dyers to celebrate their 60th Anniversary. Together, the aim is to create a new
generation of hand spinners and preserve one of the wool industry’s original skills. So
they have created a great new promotion called Twinspin
Events are being planned all over the country. To this end we have approached the
County Council who suggested we demonstrate in Taunton Museum. We are looking to
demonstrate on Saturday 10th October whilst families are out and about for the
weekend in Taunton. There may also be sheep on Castle Green just outside the
Museum. Although we will have a warm room with good access, we can sit outside if
the weather is clement. There is a huge tree that would be good shelter on the Green.
If you can help with this event, please let us know. As well as demonstrating we would
like to have some activities for children like braiding, card weaving and drop spindle.
There may be other ideas.
Please join us.
Janet
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LEARN TO SPIN

FIND A TWIN!
The Campaign for Wool has joined with the Association of Guilds of
Weavers, Spinners and Dyers to celebrate their 60th Anniversary.
Together, we want to create a new generation of hand spinners
and preserve one of the wool industry’s original skills. So we
have created a great new promotion called TwinSpin!

Spinning is
very relaxing
and therapeutic put the technology
away and join
TwinSpin!

What is TwinSpin?
TwinSpin is all about learning how to spin natural fleece
wool into wool yarn with the help of an experienced spinner.

How you can get involved…
TwinSpin will pair you with a enthusiast and they will
help you learn the impressive art of spinning yarn.

Who can get involved?
Anybody! If you are a textile student, a knitter, a
crafter - you can be dyed in the wool or new to
the wool - its just about interest and enthusiasm!

Find your TwinSpin now by contacting

TwinSpin@wsd.org.uk
wsd.org.uk
@journalwsd
facebook.com/journalwsd

campaignforwool.org
@campaignforwool
#choosewool

Live Naturally... Choose Wool

For Sale
Ashford Traditional Spinning Wheel
Price £80

Please contact Mr Lee on
01823	
  480046	
  if	
  interested
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For Sale
Varpapuu Nordia 4 shaft 24 inch table loom
Price £400 o.n.o

Loom with stand in good working order
3 reeds - 10, 12, 16 epi
Texsolv heddles as shown, cross sticks, warp sticks.
Reeds and heddles new last year
Contact: Jaquie Teal jmt5@btinternet.com

Louet Kombo 4 + 4 Loom 40 cms
Price £500 o.n.o
The loom is approximately three
years old and has only been used
twice. Complete with stand legs,
which are detachable.
Please contact Sally May for
more details on:
ebenezer2006@icloud.com
Tel: 01980 655572
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Programme 2015
Meetings begin at 10.30am at
Hatch Beauchamp Village Hall
Talks begin at 1.45pm

17th January
AGM 11.00am
The Silk Road
Tereshina Roberts
st

21 February
My Life in Textiles
Reverend Andrew Johnson
Committee Meeting
21st March
Ikat Weaving
Helen Price
19th April
Finishing Techniques for Knitted
Garments
Edna Gibson
Soup and Bread Lunch
16th May
Indigo and Travel
Jenny Balfour Paul
Committee Meeting
20th June
Fleece Fair

18th July
Skills Day
19th September
Asian Braid Making
Jacqueline Carey
Dyeing Competition
Committee Meeting
17th October
Felting Workshop: Nuno or
Experimental Landscapes
Tracey Martin
Spinning Competition
Soup and Bread Lunch
21st November
Primitive Sheep of the British
Mary Gibbings
Weaving Competition
Committee Meeting
Soup and Bread Lunch
5th December
Social Event
Shared lunch and Secret Santa
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